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1. BACKGROUND {#dad212080-sec-0050}
=============

Down syndrome (DS), caused by triplication of chromosome 21, is the most common genetic cause of intellectual disability (ID), with an estimated incidence of one in 700 live births.[^1^](#dad212080-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Adults with DS are at high risk for early onset Alzheimer\'s disease (AD), possibly due to overexpression of the gene on chromosome 21 that produces amyloid precursor protein, which likely contributes to the high levels of amyloid beta (Aβ) protein in the brain that are characteristic of AD.[^2^](#dad212080-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [^3^](#dad212080-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Nearly all DS adults develop the neuropathology associated with AD by the age of 40 years,[^4^](#dad212080-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [^5^](#dad212080-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} and by age 65, the risk of AD‐related dementia has been reported to be 80% or more, with a mean age at diagnosis of 55 years.[^3^](#dad212080-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [^6^](#dad212080-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} However, there is wide variation in age at onset of dementia, and progression of cognitive decline to the preclinical and clinical stages of AD is not well characterized.

The importance of AD for the DS population has grown dramatically with recent increases in life expectancy due to improved health care, advocacy, and services.[^7^](#dad212080-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Where mean life expectancy was 12 years in the 1940s,[^8^](#dad212080-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} today it is ≈60 years.[^9^](#dad212080-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [^10^](#dad212080-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Planning for, treating, and managing AD should now be part of clinical care for every individual with DS.

For adults in the general population, AD is marked by progressive decline in multiple cognitive domains, including memory, language, and executive function. Disease progression is insidious and formal diagnosis is often preceded by a prodromal phase, termed mild cognitive impairment (MCI), in which clinical decline is evident without meeting full criteria for dementia. The established diagnostic guideline for MCI has been cognitive test scores 1.5 standard deviations below the mean in one or more domains.[^11^](#dad212080-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} For adults with DS, detection of early AD‐related cognitive changes can be difficult because of preexisting cognitive impairments[^12^](#dad212080-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}: The majority of individuals with DS have baseline cognitive abilities below the MCI diagnostic guideline,[^13^](#dad212080-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} motivating the definition of "MCI‐DS" for that population, based on evidence of decline in abilities either obtained through direct observations over time or inferred from performance below expectations with reference to the subpopulation of individuals with comparable severity of cognitive impairment.[^14^](#dad212080-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#dad212080-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

Language impairment is an inherent part of the progressive cognitive decline leading to AD‐related dementia, which can negatively impact multiple domains of functioning, including social relationships, behavior, and quality of life, while increasing caregiver burden.[^16^](#dad212080-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#dad212080-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} In the general population, early AD‐related deficits can be seen in semantic access of information,[^18^](#dad212080-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} followed by declines in naming and verbal fluency[^19^](#dad212080-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and in comprehension of spoken and written language. In the DS population, detection of early cognitive change is complicated by deficits that appear in childhood in language and communication, particularly in expressive language and verbal working memory.[^20^](#dad212080-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [^21^](#dad212080-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [^22^](#dad212080-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} However, verbal confrontation naming tests appear to be sensitive to decline in early stages of AD, whereas verbal fluency measures appear to be sensitive to decline in later stages,[^23^](#dad212080-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [^24^](#dad212080-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} and one study of relatively young (\<34 years) subjects not diagnosed with dementia found that poorer semantic verbal fluency was associated with both poorer outcome on a dementia screening measure and increased plasma levels of Aβ42 peptide, a biomarker for AD.[^25^](#dad212080-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

The present cross‐sectional analyses examined language skills in a large cohort of adults with DS participating in the Biomarkers of Alzheimer\'s Disease in Down Syndrome (ADDS) study, a multi‐site consortium established to identify biomarkers associated with risk of AD in older adults with DS as part of a broader Alzheimer\'s Biomarker Consortium.[^26^](#dad212080-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The goal of these analyses was to characterize language deficits associated with group dementia status and to determine if language measures can be early indicators of MCI‐DS and AD.

RESEARCH IN CONTEXT {#dad212080-sec-0060}
-------------------

Systematic review: A literature review using traditional (eg, PubMed) sources found that language impairment might be associated with prodromal and fully developed dementia related to Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) in adults with Down syndrome (DS). However, there have been few studies identifying specific language skills that might indicate the onset of AD‐related cognitive decline.Interpretation: Using a regression model with a group of 168 adults with DS (mean age 51 years), language measures predictive of early and advanced dementia in adults with DS were identified.Future directions: This article is the initial report of an ongoing longitudinal study that will provide a long‐term profile of language skills during the progression of AD in DS.

2. METHODS {#dad212080-sec-0070}
==========

2.1. Participants {#dad212080-sec-0080}
-----------------

Study participants were all qualifying individuals participating in the ADDS longitudinal study with baseline visit between 2016 and 2019. Study inclusion criteria were: (1) age ≥40 years, (2) karyotype of full trisomy 21, (3) estimated preexisting IQ ≥30, and (4) English speaker. Evaluations were conducted at three U.S. sites: Massachusetts General Hospital; New York State Institute for Basic Research in Developmental Disabilities; and University of California, Irvine. All procedures were reviewed and approved by the institutional review boards at each participating institution. Informed consent was obtained from participants or their legally authorized representative along with participant assent.

2.2. Procedures {#dad212080-sec-0090}
---------------

Participants received a comprehensive evaluation at study baseline that included: (1) a detailed review of medical records; (2) informant interviews focused on functional and vocational abilities, neuropsychiatric status, health status, and life events that might cause significant stress; and (3) direct one‐on‐one tests, commonly used with individuals with intellectual disabilities, that cover the breadth of cognitive and functional abilities expected to be affected by AD. The instruments used in the present analysis are described below.

Following the evaluation, AD‐related clinical status was determined at a Consensus Review Conference that included all senior staff members and those research assistants who had direct contact with the participant. Determination was based on current evaluation results, the preexisting level of cognitive functioning (LOF) as obtained from prior testing or care provider report, and informant concerns.[^14^](#dad212080-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [^15^](#dad212080-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

Clinical status was classified into five categories: (1) *cognitively stable (CS)*, indicating absence of clinically significant impairment; (2) *MCI‐DS*, indicating mild cognitive impairment and/or functional decline beyond that expected with aging per se, but of insufficient severity to suggest frank dementia; (3) *possible dementia*, indicating some signs and symptoms of dementia, but with declines over time not judged to be fully convincing; (4) *definite dementia*, indicating with high confidence the presence of dementia, including substantial decline over time; and (5) *status uncertain due to complications*, indicating that clinically significant declines were observed but symptoms might be caused by a medical condition or other factor unrelated to a dementing disorder. For the current analyses, the first four categories were condensed into three clinical status groups: CS, MCI‐DS, and AD‐DS, the last group including both the *possible dementia* and *definite dementia* categories. Individuals in the *uncertain due to complications* classification (N  =  4) were excluded from the present analyses.

2.3. Language assessment {#dad212080-sec-0100}
------------------------

Language assessment included both direct testing and informant reports from care providers of participants. All measures have been found to be appropriate for assessment of MCI and AD in individuals with DS.[^27^](#dad212080-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

### 2.3.1. Direct measures {#dad212080-sec-0110}

The McCarthy Scales of Children\'s Abilities[^28^](#dad212080-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Verbal Fluency subtest assesses semantic fluency. Participants are given 20 seconds to produce as many unique words as possible in a given category in each of two trials: "things to eat" and "things to wear." Total score is the number of unique correct words. Repetitions (eg, boat, sailboat) and synonyms (eg, taxi, cab) are scored as additional words.

The Boston Naming Test (BNT)[^29^](#dad212080-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} assesses word retrieval and confrontational naming abilities. A modified version of the BNT was administered that consisted of 30 black and white line drawings of objects. Participants were given 20 seconds to name each picture. Total score (range 0 to 30) is the number of correct spontaneous responses.

### 2.3.2. Informant report measure {#dad212080-sec-0120}

The Vineland Adaptive Behavior ScalesThird Edition (Vineland‐3), Comprehensive Interview Form[^30^](#dad212080-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} was administered to care providers; from that measure, the Communication domain was used to assess participants' everyday language skills in three subdomains: Receptive, Expressive, and Written. The present analyses used the Communication domain standard score (SS; mean =100, standard deviation = 15, range 20 to 140) and raw scores for the Receptive (range 0 to 78), Expressive (range 0 to 98), and Written (range 0 to 76) subdomains.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#dad212080-sec-0130}
-------------------------

Descriptive statistics, chi‐square analyses, and one‐way between‐group analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to summarize the sample and its characteristics. Two‐way between‐group analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was completed with LOF and clinical status as independent variables and the three primary language measures (Vineland, McCarthy, BNT) as dependent variables, with covariates of age, gender, and race. A similar two‐way between‐group ANCOVA was conducted using the three Vineland language subdomains and the three covariates. Post hoc comparisons using Bonferroni correction were performed when multiple comparisons were significant. Using clinical status group as a binary variable (CS vs MCI‐DS; CS vs AD‐DS; MCI‐DS vs AD‐DS), logistic regressions were performed to determine the strongest predictors of clinical status group using the primary language measures as independent variables, with the four covariates, age, gender, race, and LOF, in the model. A similar logistic regression was conducted using the three Vineland language subdomains as independent variables with the four covariates. Receiver‐operating characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted and the area under the curve (AUC) was calculated to determine sensitivity and specificity of language measures by clinical status group, seeking sensitivity rates of 70%, and specificity rates of 70% to 80%.[^31^](#dad212080-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} SPSS version 24 and R version 3.6.3 were used for analyses. All reported *P* values used two‐tailed significance with α (alpha) set at 0.05.

3. RESULTS {#dad212080-sec-0140}
==========

3.1. Demographics and clinical characteristics {#dad212080-sec-0150}
----------------------------------------------

Demographics and clinical characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table [1](#dad212080-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. About half of participants were in the CS group; the remainder exhibited signs of AD‐related impairment (MCI‐DS or AD‐DS groups). The AD‐DS group (N  =  33) includes 14 individuals classified as possible dementia and 19 classified as definite dementia. Pre‐existing LOF was in the mild range for ≈50% and was severe for only 6% of the sample.

###### 

Demographics and clinical characteristics of the sample by clinical status group (N = 168)

                                     CS (N = 97) Mean (± SD) or %   MCI‐DS (N = 38) Mean (± SD) or %   AD‐DS (N = 33) Mean (± SD) or %   Total Sample (N = 168) Mean (± SD) or %
  ---------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  Clinical status group              57.8%                          22.6%                              19.6%                             100%
  Age, years                         49.00 (6.59)                   53.63 (6.94)                       55.64 (5.87)                      51.35 (7.09)
  Age range, years                   40--72                         44--81                             44--68                            40--81
  Gender, Male                       56.7%                          68.4%                              45.5%                             57.1%
  Race/ethnicity                                                                                                                         
  White/Caucasian                    83.5%                          89.5%                              87.9%                             85.7%
  Other                              16.5%                          10.5%                              12.1%                             14.3%
  Preexisting level of functioning                                                                                                       
  Mild (N = 85)                      54.6%                          44.7%                              45.5%                             50.6%
  Moderate (N = 73)                  41.2%                          50.0%                              42.2%                             43.4%
  Severe (N = 10)                    4.1%                           5.3%                               12.1%                             6.0%

Abbreviations: CS, cognitively stable; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; AD‐DS, Alzheimer\'s disease‐Down syndrome; SD, standard deviation.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

The three clinical status groups were significantly different in mean age (F(2, 165)  =  15.66, *P* \< .001). Post hoc analyses using Bonferroni correction found that the mean age of the CS group was significantly (*P* ≤.001) lower than that of the MCI‐DS and AD‐DS groups, whereas the MCI‐DS and AD‐DS groups did not differ significantly in age (*P*  =  .598). Clinical status groups were not significantly different by LOF (χ^2^(4, N  =  168)  =  3.92, *P  *=  .417), gender (χ^2^(2, N  =  168)  =  3.82, *P  *=  .148), or race (χ^2^(2, N  =  168)  =  .95, *P  *=  .621).

3.2. Language skills {#dad212080-sec-0160}
--------------------

Figure [1](#dad212080-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean scores for the primary language measures for each clinical status group, broken down by LOF. As indicated, Vineland scores in the severe LOF group were all near or at the instrument\'s floor (SS  =  20).

![Language scores by clinical status group and level of functioning: (A) Vineland Communication, (B) McCarthy Verbal Fluency, (C) Boston Naming Test](DAD2-12-e12080-g001){#dad212080-fig-0001}

Descriptive statistics are presented in Table [2](#dad212080-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. Two‐way ANCOVA with age, race, and gender as covariates revealed statistically significant main effects for LOF for Vineland Communication (F(2, 156)  =  9.00, *P* \< .001), Verbal Fluency (F(2, 150)  =  14.69, *P* \< .001), BNT (F(2, 147)  =  16.16, *P* \< .001), and for the Receptive (F(2, 156)  =  14.14, *P* \< .001), Expressive (F(2, 156)  =  26.28, *P* \< .001), and Written (F(2, 156)  =  32.12, *P* \< .001) subdomains. For clinical status group, statistically significant main effects were found for Vineland Communication (F(2, 156)  =  4.69, *P*  =  .011), Verbal Fluency (F(2, 150)  =  4.52, *P*  =  .012), BNT (F(2, 147)  =  3.89, *P*  =  .023), and for the Receptive (F(2, 156)  =  54.44, *P* \< .001), Expressive (F(2, 156)  =  19.99, *P* \< .001), and Written (F(2, 156)  =  7.82, *P*  =  .001) subdomains. There was no statistically significant interaction between LOF and clinical status group for Vineland Communication (F(4, 156) = 1.46, *P*  =  .220), Verbal Fluency (F(4, 150) = 1.07, *P*  =  .380), BNT (F(4, 147) = 0.10, *P*  =  .980), or the Expressive *F*(4, 156)  =  2.35, *P*  =  .057) or Written subdomains (*F*(4, 156)  =  0.051, *P*  =  .995). However, a statistically significant interaction was seen between LOF and clinical status group for the Receptive subdomain (F(4, 156)  =  2.89, *P*  =  .024).

###### 

Mean language test scores and covariate adjusted means by level of functioning (LOF) and clinical status group

                              LOF                                                                                        
  --------------------------- ----- -------------- -------------- ---- -------------- -------------- ---- -------------- --------------
  Vineland communication SS   85    40.44 (1.98)   35.29 (1.88)   73   27.63 (1.62)   25.30 (1.90)   10   20.80(0.80)    20.21 (4.95)
  Expressive RS               85    88.88 (1.44)   84.64 (1.97)   73   74.62 (2.58)   70.61 (2.00)   10   45.60 (8.90)   49.76 (5.19)
  Receptive RS                85    68.24 (1.16)   64.24 (1.20)   73   61.05 (1.86)   56.84 (1.22)   10   47.30 (6.19)   50.57 (3.16)
  Written RS                  85    39.28 (1.40)   36.79 (1.44)   73   25.68 (1.43)   24.19 (1.46)   10   8.90 (2.00)    10.72 (3.24)
  Verbal Fluency RS           85    8.21 (0.40)    7.61 (0.41)    69   5.87 (0.42)    5.03 (0.43)    8    2.13 (0.90)    2.37 (1.22)
  BNT RS                      83    15.40 (0.69)   14.43 (0.68)   68   10.60 (0.65)   9.83 (0.72)    8    5.38 (1.16)    5.86 (1.98)

                      Clinical Status                                                          
  ---- -------------- ----------------- ---- -------------- -------------- ---- -------------- --------------
  97   39.53 (1.92)   33.44 (2.64)      38   29.47 (1.99)   26.42 (3.91)   33   21.45 (1.10)   20.94 (3.13)
  97   85.86 (1.85)   65.64 (1.69)      38   85.03 (1.89)   65.75 (2.5)    33   57.55 (4.31)   40.26 (2.00)
  97   70.11 (0.81)   72.67 (2.77)      38   65.68 (1.36)   81.17 (4.10)   33   43.42 (3.06)   51.17 (3.28)
  97   35.61 (1.40)   28.09 (2.02)      38   31.55 (2.12)   27.29 (2.99)   33   19.70 (2.59)   16.32 (2.39)
  96   7.97 (0.34)    5.95 (0.58)       36   6.83 (0.63)    6.08 (0.86)    30   3.63 (0.70)    2.98 (0.89)
  95   14.34 (0.58)   11.48 (0.94)      36   12.75 (1.12)   11.67 (1.40)   28   7.89 (1.20)    6.97 (1.45)

Abbreviations: CS, cognitively stable; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; AD‐DS, Alzheimer\'s disease‐Down syndrome; SS, standard score; RS, raw score; BNT, Boston Naming Test.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Multiple comparison results are shown in Table [3](#dad212080-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}. Post hoc analysis for the three primary language measures revealed that Vineland Communication, Verbal Fluency, and BNT scores were significantly lower for the moderate and severe LOF groups than for the mild group. By clinical status group, Vineland Communication and BNT scores were significantly lower for AD‐DS than the CS group, and Verbal Fluency scores were significantly lower for AD‐DS than both the CS and MCI‐DS groups.

###### 

Multiple comparisons and mean differences in measure by clinical status and level of functioning, controlling for age, gender, and race

  Measure                     Clinical status group comparison   M Diff.       Std. Error   *P*      Bonferroni adjusted 95% CI
  --------------------------- ---------------------------------- ------------- ------------ -------- ----------------------------
  Vineland communication SS   CS versus MCI‐DS                   7.02          4.71         .414     −4.37, 18.42
                              CS versus AD‐DS                    12.51\*\*     4.11         .008     2.55, 22.46
                              MCI‐DS versus AD‐DS                5.48          4.94         .807     −6.48, 17.44
  Expressive RS               CS versus MCI‐DS                   −8.51         4.94         .262     −20.47, 3.46
                              CS versus AD‐DS                    21.50\*\*\*   4.32         \<.001   11.05, 31.95
                              MCI‐DS versus AD‐DS                30.00\*\*\*   5.19         \<.001   17.45, 42.55
  Receptive RS                CS versus MCI‐DS                   −0.11         3.01         1.000    −7.40, 7.18
                              CS versus AD‐DS                    25.37\*\*\*   2.63         \<.001   19.01, 31.74
                              MCI‐DS versus AD‐DS                25.49\*\*\*   3.16         \<.001   17.84, 33.14
  Written RS                  CS versus MCI‐DS                   0.80          3.60         1.000    −7.92, 9.52
                              CS versus AD‐DS                    11.76\*\*     3.15         .001     4.15, 19.38
                              MCI‐DS versus AD‐DS                10.96\*       3.78         .013     1.82, 20.11
  Verbal fluency RS           CS versus MCI‐DS                   −0.13         1.04         1.000    −2.64, 2.39
                              CS versus AD‐DS                    2.98\*        1.06         .017     0.40, 5.55
                              MCI‐DS versus AD‐DS                3.10\*        1.22         .036     0.15, 6.05
  BNT RS                      CS versus MCI‐DS                   −0.19         1.69         1.000    −4.27, 3.89
                              CS versus AD‐DS                    4.51\*        1.74         .031     0.31, 8.71
                              MCI‐DS versus AD‐DS                4.70          1.99         .058     −0.12, 9.51
                              **LOF group comparison**                                               
  Vineland communication SS   Mild versus moderate               9.98\*\*      2.66         .001     3.54, 16.43
                              Mild versus severe                 15.07\*       5.25         .014     2.36, 27.78
                              Moderate versus severe             5.09          5.25         1.000    −7.62, 17.80
  Expressive RS               Mild versus moderate               14.03\*\*\*   2.79         \<.001   7.27, 20.80
                              Mild versus severe                 34.88\*\*\*   5.51         \<.001   21.54, 48.22
                              Moderate versus severe             20.84\*\*     5.51         .001     7.50, 34.19
  Receptive RS                Mild versus moderate               7.39\*\*\*    1.70         \<.001   3.27, 11.52
                              Mild versus severe                 13.67\*\*\*   3.36         \<.001   5.54, 21.80
                              Moderate versus severe             6.27          3.36         .192     −1.86, 14.40
  Written RS                  Mild versus moderate               12.61\*\*\*   2.04         \<.001   7.68, 17.54
                              Mild versus severe                 26.08\*\*\*   4.02         \<.001   16.36, 35.80
                              Moderate versus severe             13.47\*\*     4.02         .003     3.76, 23.19
  Verbal fluency RS           Mild versus moderate               2.57\*\*\*    0.59         \<.001   1.14, 4.01
                              Mild versus severe                 5.24\*\*\*    1.27         \<.001   2.16, 8.32
                              Moderate versus severe             2.66          1.28         .118     −0.44, 5.77
  BNT RS                      Mild versus moderate               4.60\*\*\*    0.98         \<.001   2.23, 6.97
                              Mild versus severe                 8.57\*\*\*    2.07         \<.001   3.57, 13.58
                              Moderate versus severe             3.97          2.08         .176     −1.08, 9.02

Note: \* *P* \< .05; \*\* *P *\< .01; *\*\*\* P* \< .001

Abbreviations: CS, cognitively stable; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; AD‐DS, Alzheimer\'s disease‐Down syndrome; SS, standard score; RS, raw score; BNT, Boston Naming Test.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Post hoc analyses for the Vineland Communication subdomains revealed that the severe LOF group had significantly lower Expressive, Receptive, and Written scores than the mild group, and significantly lower Expressive and Written scores than the moderate group. The moderate LOF group had significantly lower Expressive, Receptive, and Written scores than the mild group. By clinical status group, Expressive, Receptive, and Written scores were significantly lower for the AD‐DS group than both the CS and the MCI‐DS groups.

Logistic regression data are shown in Table [4](#dad212080-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}. A logistic regression model for the CS and MCI‐DS groups with the three primary language measures as predictors and age, gender, race, and LOF as covariates was able to distinguish between groups with 77.0% accuracy, with the only significant predictors being Vineland Communication and age. If the Vineland Communication score decreased by 1 point, holding other variables constant, the likelihood of MCI‐DS group status was 1.04 times greater. A CS and MCI‐DS logistic regression model with the three subdomain language measures as predictors and the same covariates was able to distinguish between groups with 76.3% accuracy, with Receptive score and age the only significant predictors. If the Receptive score decreased by 1 point, holding other variables constant, the likelihood of MCI‐DS group status was 1.11 times greater.

###### 

Logistic regression model parameters

                                β        S.E.   Wald    *P*      Exp(β)   95.0% CI exp(β) lower upper
  ----------------------------- -------- ------ ------- -------- -------- -----------------------------
  **CS versus MCI‐DS**          --       --     --      --       --       --
  *Primary language measures*   --       --     --      --       --       --
  Age                           0.12     0.04   3.24    .001     1.13     (1.05, 1.22)
  Level of functioning                                                    
  Moderate                      −0.270   0.49   −0.55   .582     0.76     (0.29, 2.00)
  Severe                        −1.70    1.18   −1.44   .150     0.18     (0.02, 1.85)
  Race                          0.52     0.75   0.69    .489     1.68     (0.39, 7.37)
  Gender                        −0.36    0.46   −0.78   .433     0.70     (0.28, 1.72)
  Vineland communication SS     −0.05    0.02   −2.68   .007     0.96     (0.93, 0.99)
  Verbal fluency RS             −0.08    0.07   −1.13   .260     0.92     (0.80, 1.06)
  BNT RS                        0.05     0.05   0.98    .329     1.05     (0.95, 1.15)
  *Vineland subdomains*         --       --     --      --       --       --
  Age                           0.09     0.04   2.66    .008     1.10     (1.03, 1.18)
  Level of functioning                                                    
                                0.31     0.50   0.63    .526     1.37     (0.52, 3.62)
                                −0.25    1.19   −0.21   .832     0.78     (0.08, 8.03)
  Race                          0.32     0.67   0.47    .638     1.37     (0.37, 5.08)
  Gender                        −0.46    0.45   −1.01   .311     0.63     (0.26, 1.53)
  Receptive RS                  −0.100   0.04   −2.81   .005     0.90     (0.84, 0.97)
  Expressive RS                 0.04     0.02   1.74    .081     1.04     (1.00, 1.08)
  Written RS                    0.001    0.02   0.04    .970     1.00     (0.96, 1.05)
  **CS versus AD‐DS**           --       --     --      --       --       --
  *Primary language measures*   --       --     --      --       --       --
  Age                           0.15     0.06   2.61    .009     1.17     (1.04, 1.31)
  Level of functioning                                                    
  Moderate                      −1.85    0.85   −2.18   .030     0.16     (0.03, 0.83)
  Severe                        −4.24    1.46   −2.90   .004     0.01     (8×10^−4^, 0.25)
  Race                          −1.71    1.21   −1.41   .158     0.18     (0.02, 1.94)
  Gender                        0.92     0.71   1.29    .196     2.51     (0.62, 10.12)
  Vineland communication SS     −0.11    0.05   −2.51   .012     0.89     (0.82, 0.98)
  Verbal fluency RS             −0.35    0.12   −3.03   .002     0.71     (0.56, 0.88)
  BNT RS                        −0.05    0.08   −0.62   .537     0.96     (0.82, 1.11)
  *Vineland subdomains*         --       --     --      --       --       --
  Age                           0.17     0.08   2.12    .034     1.18     (1.01, 1.38)
  Level of functioning                                                    
  Moderate                      −2.69    1.42   −1.90   .058     0.07     (4×10^−4^, 1.10)
  Severe                        −5.68    2.45   −2.32   .021     0.003    (2.8×10^−5^, 0.42)
  Race                          −3.90    1.90   −2.06   .040     0.02     (4.8×10^−4^, 0.83)
  Gender                        1.38     0.96   1.45    .148     3.98     (0.61, 25.89)
  Receptive RS                  −0.37    0.09   −4.01   \<.001   0.69     (0.58, 0.83)
  Expressive RS                 −0.01    0.04   −0.13   .896     1.00     (0.92, 1.07)
  Written RS                    0.07     0.06   1.18    .240     1.07     (0.96, 1.19)
  **MCI vs. AD‐DS**             --       --     --      --       --       --
  *Primary language measures*   --       --     --      --       --       --
  Age                           0.03     0.05   0.50    .621     1.03     (0.93, 1.13)
  Level of functioning                                                    
  Moderate                      −1.40    0.78   −1.80   .073     0.25     (0.05, 1.14)
  Severe                        −1.81    1.32   −1.37   .171     0.16     (0.01, 2.19)
  Race                          0.23     1.44   0.16    .873     1.26     (0.08, 20.98)
  Gender                        1.06     0.68   1.57    .117     2.90     (0.77, 10.97)
  Vineland communication SS     −0.11    0.04   −2.48   .013     0.90     (0.82, 0.98)
  Verbal fluency RS             −0.27    0.12   −2.20   .028     0.76     (0.60, 0.97)
  BNT RS                        0.02     0.07   0.30    .763     1.02     (0.89, 1.17)
  *Vineland subdomains*         --       --     --      --       --       --
  Age                           −0.01    0.07   −0.07   .944     1.00     (0.87, 1.14)
  Level of functioning                                                    
  Moderate                      −1.85    1.06   −1.75   .080     0.16     (0.02, 1.25)
  Severe                        −2.28    2.57   −0.89   .375     0.10     (6×10^‐4^, 1.57)
  Race                          −1.26    1.59   −0.79   .428     0.28     (0.01, 6.41)
  Gender                        1.34     0.92   1.46    .145     3.81     (0.63, 23.04)
  Receptive RS                  −0.14    0.06   −2.45   .014     0.87     (0.78, 0.97)
  Expressive RS                 −0.15    0.06   −2.49   .013     0.86     (0.77, 0.97)
  Written RS                    0.10     0.06   1.61    .109     1.11     (0.98, 1.25)

Abbreviations: CS, cognitively stable; MCI‐DS, mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome; AD‐DS, Alzheimer\'s disease‐Down syndrome; SS, standard score; RS, raw score; BNT, Boston Naming Test.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

A logistic regression model for the CS and AD‐DS groups with the three primary language measures as predictors and age, gender, race, and LOF as covariates was able to distinguish between groups with 87.7% accuracy, with the only significant predictors being Verbal Fluency, Vineland Communication, LOF, and age. Holding other variables constant, if the Vineland Communication score decreased by 1 point, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.12 times greater; if the Verbal Fluency score decreased by 1 point, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.40 times greater. A CS and AD‐DS logistic regression model with the three subdomain language measures and the same covariates was able to distinguish between groups with 93.8% accuracy, with Receptive score and the covariates LOF, age, and race the only significant predictors. If the Receptive score decreased by 1 point and holding other variables constant, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.44 times greater.

A logistic regression model for the MCI‐DS and AD‐DS groups with the three primary language measures as predictors and age, gender, race, and LOF as covariates was able to distinguish between groups with 80.3% accuracy, with Verbal Fluency score and the Vineland Communication the only significant predictors. Holding other variables constant, if the Verbal Fluency score decreased by 1 point, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.31 times greater; if the Vineland Communication score decreased by 1 point, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.12 times greater. A MCI‐DS and AD‐DS logistic regression model with the three subdomain language measures and the same covariates was able to distinguish between groups with 85.9% accuracy, with Expressive score and Receptive score the only significant predictors. Holding other variables the same, if the Receptive score decreased by 1 point, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.14 times greater; if the Expressive score decreased by 1 point, the likelihood of AD‐DS group status was 1.16 times greater.

As shown in Figure [2A and B](#dad212080-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, ROC analyses comparing CS versus AD‐DS found that a raw score of 5.5 or lower on semantic verbal fluency provided 80% sensitivity and a 21% false‐positive rate. A cut score of 23 on the Vineland Communication domain provided 94% sensitivity with a 31% false‐positive rate, although this cut score is near the floor of the scale.

![ROC curves for (A) McCarthy Verbal Fluency raw scores and (B) Vineland Communication domain standard scores for cognitively stable (CS) versus Alzheimer\'s Disease‐Down Syndrome (AD‐DS) clinical status groups. (C) Vineland Communication standard scores and (D) Vineland Receptive Language subdomain raw scores for CS versus mild cognitive impairment‐Down syndrome (MCI‐DS) clinical status groups](DAD2-12-e12080-g002){#dad212080-fig-0002}

As shown in Figure [2C and D](#dad212080-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, ROC analyses comparing CS versus MCI‐DS indicated that a Vineland Communication SS of 35.0 or lower provided 71% sensitivity but a 46% false‐positive rate. A raw score of 72.5 on the Vineland Receptive subdomain provided 71% sensitivity with a 49% false‐positive rate. Given the high false‐positive rates, no cut scores distinguished AD‐DS from MCI‐DS or MCI‐DS from CS with sensitivity/specificity sufficiently high to inform diagnosis in clinical practice.

4. DISCUSSION {#dad212080-sec-0170}
=============

The present study of 168 adults with DS with mean age of 51 years (slightly younger than the mean age of diagnosis of AD‐related dementia[^3^](#dad212080-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [^6^](#dad212080-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) found evidence of age‐related decline in nearly half, with 22.6% judged to have mild cognitive impairment (MCI‐DS) and 19.6% to have either possible or definite AD‐related dementia (AD‐DS). Clinical status group was not significantly related to preexisting LOF, indicating that the consensus classification system has clinical promise for use with adults with DS. However, test scores in the most impaired groups were close to the floor of the Vineland Communication domain, preventing meaningful discrimination between clinical status groups for those with severe LOF; and even when raw scores were used (for the Vineland subdomains and the direct measures), low scores and small numbers in the most impaired groups resulted in minimal differences between clinical categories. The mean age of the clinical status groups increased consistently with increasing impairment, with the CS group significantly younger than the more impaired groups, consistent with a model of age‐related vulnerability to AD‐related clinical progression.

All of the language measures were uniformly significantly lower in the more impaired clinical status groups, indicating that decline in language is associated with severity of impairment. This is not surprising, given the importance of language in cognitive functioning, but it was not an assured result because of the other cognitive factors, including memory and executive functioning, that were considered in the Consensus Review committee\'s determination of clinical status.

Logistic regression identified several language skills that were significant predictors of clinical status, and certain tests were found to have cut scores that could be clinically useful for identification of AD‐related dementia, but cut scores differentiating CS and MCI‐DS had an unacceptably high false‐positive rate.

In early stage AD (CS to MCI‐DS), only scores on the Vineland Communication domain and its Receptive subdomain differed significantly between the two clinical groups. In logistic models of CS versus MCI‐DS status, Vineland Communication was the only one of the three primary language measures that significantly predicted MCI‐DS, and further analysis within the Vineland Communication domain showed the Receptive language subdomain to be the only significant predictor. However, ROC curves indicated that both measures had a high false‐positive rate. Nonetheless, low scores on those language measures should be cause for concern and in a clinical context should warrant further evaluation.

Looking at late stage AD (CS to AD‐DS), all language measures differed significantly between the two clinical groups. In logistic models of CS versus AD‐DS status, Verbal Fluency and Vineland Communication were the significant primary language measure predictors, and within the Vineland Communication domain, Receptive language was the only significant subdomain predictor of AD‐DS. ROC curve analysis showed that a Verbal Fluency cut score ≤5.5 was an indication of AD‐DS, and a Vineland Communication cut score of 23 was also sensitive and specific for AD‐DS status, although that score is near the test floor (SS  =  20).

The observed decline in Verbal Fluency with increasing age and clinical status is consistent with and similar in magnitude to observations of other similar studies.[^25^](#dad212080-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^32^](#dad212080-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Receptive language and the Vineland Communication scale have not been as well studied as expressive language, but there have been reports of a similar disproportionate impairment in verbal comprehension with age in non‐demented DS individuals up to 66 years of age.[^24^](#dad212080-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}

4.1. Limitations {#dad212080-sec-0180}
----------------

Several limitations need to be considered when interpreting the present results. Foremost is the cross‐sectional nature of the study, with predictive relationships inferred through a regression model. Ongoing research should be able to provide a longitudinal follow‐up to this report as the ADDS study proceeds.

Limitations in test sensitivity are a concern with low‐functioning individuals. All of the language measures used have been recommended for use for individuals with DS,[^27^](#dad212080-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} but some groups scored at or near the floor on the Vineland Communication domain standard scores. Raw scores were used for the Vineland Communication subdomains, where floor effects were not observed, but overall, our findings suggest that these measures may be most effective for tracking AD progression in adults with less‐severe DS phenotypes.

There is a possibility of selection bias in the recruiting process: The present study, conducted by prominent medical institutions, might disproportionately attract participants with concerns about dementia or other health issues. However, study participants appear to be representative of the greater DS population in terms of LOF and clinical characteristics, and the relative distribution of clinical status groups was comparable to that reported elsewhere for a group of similar age distribution.[^10^](#dad212080-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [^32^](#dad212080-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Race/ethnicity of participants was predominately White/Caucasian, but not greatly different from that of the overall DS population of comparable age in the United States.[^33^](#dad212080-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

4.2. Clinical implications {#dad212080-sec-0190}
--------------------------

The present study found that assessment of language skills can aid early identification of cognitive decline in adults with DS, with an informant report of communication skills (Vineland) best identifying early stages (CS to MCI‐DS), and both communication skills and a direct measure of verbal fluency (McCarthy) best identifying later stages (CS to AD‐DS). Although confrontational naming performance (BNT) significantly declined with increasing level of dementia, it did not prove to be a significant predictor of clinical status. In a clinical setting, communication problems relative to preexisting functioning that are reported in everyday life, particularly those in receptive language, should raise concerns of cognitive decline and indicate referral for further evaluation, monitoring, and consideration for increased treatment and interventions.
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